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For the application of the Mercier criterion 111 to numerical

studies of diffuse high-5 tokamaks (6 ~ c, q ~ 1) it is desir-

able to have an expression available which contains only lead-

ing order contributions in the high-£ tokamak approximation.

Such an expression is derived in the present paper.

Dimensionless quantities of 0(1) in the high-S tokeniak ap-

proximation are obtained by exploiting the follov/ing param-

eters: (1) the plasma half-width a, (2) the value B of the

ma.~r.etic field extrapolated to the centre of the plasma, (3)

a parameter ct « a2B /^ measuring the total poloidal flux in

the plasma, (4) the inverse aspect ratio e = a/Ko«

By means of these parameters v;e obtain a unit flux function

«' ss (a/a2Bo) • H> , (1)

tv;o independent equilibrium profile functions

P - (a2/£B2) . p = ?(?) , (2)

G s (a2/¿2B2) • [p + 1 (1-

and three factors determining the metric coefficients of the

orthogonal ?,\,$ coordinate system:

X - (I/a) • x =* X(V/X) , (4)

By s (o/eBo) • B p Q l = Bx(?,x) > <5>

= J(V,X) • (6)

Hers, P is the dimensionless pressure, G is a dimensionless

profile function measuring the deviation of the configuration

from a straight 0-pinch, X is the dimcnsionless horizontal

coordinate/ B is the dimensionloss poloidal magnetic field,

and J is the diwcnsionlcss Jacobian of the T,x,y coordinate

system. The corresponding dimensional quantities appear in the

second terns of the above equations.



Through the solution 'i (X,Y) of the Grad-Shafranov equation

all quantities above become known quantities of the spatial

coordinates X,Y. In addition, the remainder of the physical

quantities is obtained, of which v/e only list the toroidal

field, the toroidal current, and the safety factor:

B* S «"V *Btor = V-'X)

= (1 +-X)- 1! 1 + 2(e2/a2) (G-P)!*5 , (7)

» (1/J)(JB2)' = (1+cXj^lG 1 + X(2+eX)P'J , (8)

Q B (i/a) • q = Q(:',X)

= (2TT)"1 Í (1+eX)- 1 J3 dx . (5)

Here, the first lines define the dinensionless quantities,

v/hereas the second lines give the equilibrium relations with

the quantities defined in Eqs. (1) - (6). Primes denote partial

derivatives with respect to '?. .

In terms of the variables defined in Eqs. (1) - (9) the

original Mercier criterion may be v/ritten as follows:

dx]

Ò J'dx --' 6 — dx > 0. (10)
L J e i B J

X ' *

In this form of Mercier's criterion the terms c and a still

appear and different orders are mixed so that this expression

is not very adequate for numerical high-S tokaroak investiga-

tions. [Notice, on the other hand, that all terms arc of com-

parable order for low-B tokamaks whore e^P1 ~ ll .

By means of the equilibrium relations one may derive many

different forms of Eq. (10). Vie choose a particular one that

exhibits the physical mechanisms at work clearly and directly

transform to the high-,3 tokamak approximation:

1 I f L

? Jíx ''•) ABX ( J V
 dx

JXI3-2dX - 0 B"
1 (JB )'dXl > 0 , (11)



where now Q = 0 Jd;< • (12)

The three terms, respectively, represent the stabilising in-

fluence of the magnetic shear 0* , the effect of the pressure

gradient P1 and the toroidal curvature < = B X1 , and a com-

bination of pressure gradient, polcidal curvature K = J"l(JB )'
P X

and geodesic curvature. [The latter is only indirectly visi-

ble in Eq. (11) through the fact that the two terms in square

brackets would cancel if the magnetic field would be constant

on a magnetic surface.) Notice that now the parameters z and

a have disappeared and that the three terns are of equal

order at high 3. Also notice that the origin of the X,Y co-

ordinates may be shifted to the magnetic axis since adding a

constant to X does not contribute to the expression (11).

Consider the criterion (11} in the neighbourhood of the

¡r.acjnetic axis. This involves an additional ordering, for sr?.all

:', which yields after sor.a rearranging of terms:

P'( ¿ (JX)'dx - 2P' Ó B-2JX2dXJ > 0 . (13)

Since the local quantities which appear in this expression

are determined from a global equilibrium analysis, it is in-

structive to express this criterion in terms of the coeffi-

cients appearing in the solution V(X,Y) of the Grad-Shafranov

equation:

V = C(X2 + X"2Y2 + oX3 + T X Y 2 + ...) . (14)

Here, the coefficients C,X,O,T, ... are determined by eS ,

the shape of the plasma cross-section, and (to a lesser de-

gree) the choice of the profiles P(V) and GC?) . With the usu-

al assumption of a negative pressure gradient, the Mercier

criterion on axis for hiçh-S tokamak then takes the following

form:

22 1 >0 (15)

M>. + 2) -'

This expression is determined exclusively by the shape of the

magnetic surfaces, whereas q docs not enter.

From Eq. (14) one derives that T < t/.\? correspondo to tri-

angular magnetic surfaces with the top of the triangle point-

ing inv/ard (i.e., in the direction of the axis of the torus),



and outward for positive triangularity, i.e., T > o/A?. con-

sequently, for X > 1 (standing ellipses) a finito amount of

positive triangularity is needed for stability. For A < 1

(lying ellipses) a negative triangularity gives stability but

a small positive triangularity may still give stability as

well. The case A = 1 (circular magnetic surfaces) is marginal

for high-3 tokarnaks. Hence, for that case one has to go to

the next order which should give the Shafranov-Yurchenko cri-

terion qQ > 1 [21 .

To our knowledge, the expressions (13) and (15) have not

been derived before, although the conclusions reached agree

with wide-spread intuition.
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